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"While the Syrian military, backed by Russia & Iran, fought
rebels for territory, the govt waged a ruthless war on
civilians, throwing hundreds of thousands into filthy
dungeons where thousands were tortured & killed. 
 
Nearly 128,000 have never emerged."

Inside Syria’s Secret Torture Prisons: How Bashar al-Assad Crushed Di…
Hundreds of thousands of Syrians have been locked away in filthy prisons where
thousands were tortured to death — and the pace of arrests and executions is
accelerating.

https://nyti.ms/2HbjI8K

Detainees have recently smuggled out warnings that hundreds are being sent to an

execution site, Saydnaya Prison, and newly released prisoners report that killings

there are accelerating. 
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Kidnappings & killings by ISIS captured more attention in the West, but the Syrian

prison system has vacuumed up many more times the number of people detained by

ISIS in Syria, accounting for approx 90% of the disappearances tallied by the Syrian

Network. 
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The prison system was integral to Assad’s war effort, crushing the civil protest

movement and driving the opposition into an armed conflict it could not win. 
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"There is a growing movement to seek justice through European courts... Yet Assad

and his lieutenants remain in power, safe from arrest, protected by Russia with its

military might and its veto in the United Nations Security Council."
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